
Dartmouth Academy English Department – Understanding Poetry (GCSE Literature’s Unseen Poetry response) 
 
Lesson 
 

Learning outcome (to include a 
PLT objective) 
Students will improve their ability to 
analyse poetry as they: 
(The following differentiated outcomes equate 
to grades B, A & A*) 

Levelled Learning Outcomes 
(referenced to the examiner’s comments 
from June 2011 & January 2012)  

Differentiated Learning Activities (to include tasks that develop students’ 
independent learning skills (Kagan structure, peer- and self-assessment 
activities and timed tasks)  
 

Home learning 

Reading and Speaking & 
Listening Assessment 
Objectives 

Writing Assessment 
Objectives 

1. 25 June 2012 
 
To understand how 

poetic devices 
create atmosphere 
and mood in 
‘Exposure’. 

As an independent enquirer, you: 

 WILL explore how the poet 
influences the way a reader may 
respond to the poem. 

 SHOULD understand and analyse 
different interpretations of the poem. 

 COULD show flair in developing your 
ideas and refer in detail to aspects of 
language, form and structure. 

  Starter: (Howling wind MP3 as students enter) What does ‘Exposure’ mean? Alternative 
interpretations? 
Main Activity: Read-through of Wilfred Owen’s ‘Exposure’/ Students take turns to pick a 
poetic device out from the hat; after each one, class finds an example and comments on 
effect in poem. 
Reflection: ‘Find someone who…’ co-operative learning exercise on poetic devices in the 
poem. 
Resources: Students’ own anthologies; spare copies of poem; poetic device slips and hat; 
‘Find someone who…’ sheets. 

 

2. 26 June 2012 
 
To understand how 
poetic devices create 
atmosphere and 
mood in ‘The Drum’. 

As an independent enquirer, you: 

 WILL explore how the poet 
influences the way a reader may 
respond to the poem. 

 SHOULD understand and analyse 
different interpretations of the poem. 

 COULD show flair in developing your 
ideas and refer in detail to aspects of 
language, form and structure. 

  Starter: A poetic devices Post-It on each student’s forehead; they ask other students closed 
questions to find out what poetic device they are. 
Main Activity: Single word/line analysis/ identify and comment on poetic devices in ‘The 
Drum’/ PEE+E paragraph and peer-assessment. 
Reflection: Hot seating poetic devices  
Resources: Students’ own anthologies; spare copies of poem; poetic device Post-Its; single 
words/lines from ‘The Drum’. 

 

3. 26 June 2012 
 
To understand that 

poetic forms are 
determined by 

content, meter 
and/or 
organisation. 

As an independent enquirer, you: 

 WILL convincingly analyse the effect 
of different aspects of a poem’s form. 

 SHOULD analyse how meaning is 
conveyed through a poem’s form. 

 COULD analyse, with precision and 
sophistication, how aspects of a 
poem’s form contribute to its 
meaning. 

While a focus on such aspects as ‘enjambement’ 
and the use of particular parts of speech 
(‘pronouns’ were much discussed, for example) 
is very welcome, the candidates did not always 
make convincing connections between these 

points and the presentation of the writer’s ideas: 
to be able to do so, indeed, was something that 
differentiated sharply the successful and the less 
successful answers. 

Starter: Poetic forms mix’n match sheet. 
Main Activity: Focus on the title, ‘The Drum’ – definitions, connotations and contexts?/ 
Read-through of the poem, clapping according to meter – to what effect? How does the 
meter fit with the content of the poem?/ Introduce key terms: iambic tetrameter & 
pentameter, foot, meter, couplets, caesura and enjambement/ Students read ‘Exposure’ 

aloud then compare form with ‘The Drum’.  
Reflection: Timed Pair Share: How does a poem’s form help convey its theme? 
Resources: Students’ own anthologies; spare copies of the poems; mix’n match sheets. 

Either: Why is ‘The 
Drum’ often referred to as 
A Retort to Mordaunt’s 
‘The Call’?  

Or: Are non-standard 
poetic forms as effective 
as standard forms in 
getting the poem’s theme 
across? 

4. 28 June 2012 
 
To understand how 

language is used 
to create imagery 

As an independent enquirer, you: 

 WILL explore how the poet 
influences the way a reader may 
respond to the poem. 

 SHOULD understand and analyse 
different interpretations of the poem. 

 COULD show flair in developing your 
ideas and refer in detail to aspects of 
language, form and structure. 

Weaker candidates failed to examine the 
language for significant images and their import 
in the story. Stronger ones talked intelligently 
about form and structure, while giving full 
attribution to imagery. 

Starter: ‘04/01/07’ – what might this be? What might it refer to?  
Main Activity: Hot seating poetic devices/ poetic devices out of the hat; students find and 
comment on purpose and effect in the poem/ PEE+E paragraph: How are poetic devices 
used to create imagery in ‘04/01/07’?  
Reflection: Peer-assess PEE+E paragraphs and clarify students’ understanding of poetic 
devices. 
Resources: Students’ own anthologies; spare copies of poem; poetic device slips and hat. 
 

 

5. 29 June 2012 (75 
mins) 

 
To understand what is 

meant by the term 
‘social class’.  

As an independent enquirer, you: 

 WILL carefully choose vocabulary 
and sentence lengths for maximum 
impact. 

 SHOULD structure your work 
carefully so that ideas flow 
seamlessly from one point to the 
next. 

 COULD make your work highly 
original; your reader will want to tell 
others about what they have read. 

  Start: What does ‘Class’ mean? Alternative interpretations? 
Main Activity: Mr Cholmondley-Warner and Tim Nice-But-Dim videos: how are the working 
and (upper-)middle classes portrayed?/ In groups, what are the characteristics of the 
working- and middle classes?/ Using all of the above plus a copy of ‘The Class Game’ and 
their own research, students begin to draft a script for an individual speaking and listening 
presentation on ‘class’. An extra challenge: write and perform their presentation as a poem. 
Reflection: What is required to get an A* in speaking and listening? Edexcel requirements 
for task.  
Resources: Mr Cholmondley-Warner and Tim Nice-But-Dim video clips; Students’ own 
anthologies; spare copies of poem. 
 

Plan, practise and perfect 
your presentation on 
class for the speaking 
and listening assessment 
in w/b 9 July. 
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Lesson 
 

Learning outcome (to include a 
PLT objective) 
Students will improve their ability to 
analyse poetry as they: 
(The following differentiated outcomes equate 
to grades B, A & A*) 

Levelled Learning Outcomes 
(referenced to the examiner’s comments 
from June 2011 & January 2012)  

Differentiated Learning Activities (to include tasks that develop students’ 
independent learning skills (Kagan structure, peer- and self-assessment 
activities and timed tasks)  
 

Home learning 

Reading and Speaking & 
Listening Assessment 
Objectives 

Writing Assessment 
Objectives 

 
 

Year 10 Work Experience (2 – 6 July 2012) 
 
 

6. 9 July 2012 
 
Assessed Speaking 

and Listening: 
individual 
presentations on 
(social) class 

 

As an effective participant, you: 

 WILL show confidence and fluency 
in speech and a sensitive awareness 
of your audience, adapting your style 
to meet their needs. 

 SHOULD involve listeners skilfully 
and convey difficult ideas clearly. 

 COULD communicate complex 
content and manage your listeners’ 
attention through sophisticated styles 
of delivery. 

  Starter: Assess exemplar speaking and listening presentation using success criteria. 
Main Activity: Students’ presentations on social class. 
Reflection: Peer- and self-assessment of students’ speeches 
Resources: Students’ own prompt cards or sheets only. 

 

7. & 8.  
 
10 July 2012 
 
Assessed Speaking 

and Listening: 
individual 
presentations on 
(social) class 

 
 

As an effective participant, you: 

 WILL show confidence and fluency 
in speech and a sensitive awareness 
of your audience, adapting your style 
to meet their needs. 

 SHOULD involve listeners skilfully 
and convey difficult ideas clearly. 

 COULD communicate complex 
content and manage your listeners’ 
attention through sophisticated styles 
of delivery. 

  Starter: Assess exemplar speaking and listening presentation using success criteria. 
Main Activity: Students’ presentations on social class. 
Reflection: Peer- and self-assessment of students’ speeches 
Resources: Students’ own prompt cards or sheets only. 

Find out what is meant by 
‘poetic voice’. 

9. 12 July 2012 
 
To be able to 

comment on the 
poet’s voice in 
‘The Class Game’. 

 

As an independent enquirer, you: 

 WILL show clear understanding and 
critical evaluation of the poet’s voice 
and how it is conveyed in the poem. 

 SHOULD show confidence and flair 
when evaluating how the poet’s 
voice is conveyed in the text. 

 COULD show a sustained critical 
engagement with the poet’s ideas 
and attitudes. 

In a number of candidates’ responses, the poet’s 
thoughts and feelings were given rather less 
importance than the poetic devices employed. 
 

 

Starter: In groups, students think of a working definition of voice, which we can then display. 
(Princeton University: “[voice] reminds us that a human being is behind the words of a 
poem”.)  
Main Activity: Students pick a scenario and character from the hat; they then write for ten 
minutes as though they were the person in that scenario; share with class – can they guess 
the speaker and situation? How did they know?/ Students read ‘The Class Game’ then 
answer questions: 1. Whose voice do you hear in the poem? 2. To whom is that speaker 
talking? 3. What is that speaker saying to the one who’s listening? 
Reflection: Groups identify and feedback on the poetic voice in the poems studied to date; 
provide evidence for comments and add to annotations. 
Resources: Students’ own anthologies; spare copies of poem; scenarios and hat. 
 

 

10. 13 July 2012 (75 
mins) 

 
Rhyme and rhythm, 

form and structure 
in ‘Sonnet 116’. 

 

As a team worker, you: 

 WILL convincingly analyse the effect 
of different aspects of a poem’s form. 

 SHOULD analyse how meaning is 
conveyed through a poem’s form. 

 COULD analyse, with precision and 
sophistication, how aspects of a 
poem’s form contribute to its 

  Starter: Numbered Heads Together: groups come up with a working definition for ‘form’ and 
‘structure’. Are they the same thing? What is the difference between the two? 
Main Activity: Give pairs of students a copy of ‘Sonnet 116’ – without the title - cut into 
strips; pairs put the poem into order. How did they work out the order? Did the use of rhyme 
help? (Have they correctly put the sonnet into its abab (and final stanza gg) pattern?)/ 
Students identify and label features of the poem’s form; then identify the turning point in the 
poem (referring to definition of structure: the pattern of a poem’s turning)/ In groups, argue 
for or against this statement and whether it applies to ‘Sonnet 116’: “a successful poem 

Mark exemplar poetry 
responses using marking 
scheme, providing grades 
and justification on the 
blog. 
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Students will improve their ability to 
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Objectives 

meaning. starts from one position and ends at a very different one”. 
Reflection: Does ‘Sonnet 116’ follow the rhythm of a typical, or strict, iambic pentameter? 
Students to read aloud and annotate their poems accordingly. Where are the syllables 
stressed?  
Resources: Copies of ‘Sonnet 116’ cut into strips; students’ own anthologies; spare copies 
of poem. 

11. 19 July 2012 
 
Mock GCSE poetry 

question 
 

As an independent enquirer, you: 

 WILL explore how the poet 
influences the way a reader may 
respond to the poem. 

 SHOULD understand and analyse 
different interpretations of the poem. 

 COULD show flair in developing your 
ideas and refer in detail to aspects of 
language, form and structure. 

In a number of candidates’ responses, the 
thoughts and feelings expressed in the poem 
became slightly lost in the emphasis given to the 
poetic devices employed. As in the previous 
examination series, an excessive focus on such 
aspects as ‘enjambement’ and the use of 
particular parts of speech sometimes meant that 
candidates failed to make convincing 
connections between these points and the 
presentation of the writer’s ideas: to be able to 
do so, indeed, was something that differentiated 
sharply between the successful and the less 
successful answers. Higher band responses 
combined their detailed analysis with a sense of 
overview and were able to comment on the 
effect of devices and what they contributed to 
the whole rather than merely feature spotting. 

Starter: Sit silently; put name and candidate number on papers/ Remind students that the 
unseen poetry question accounts for 12½ of English Literature GCSE (= 25% in total with 
the Section B poetry questions).  
Main Activity: Answer exam paper with marking criteria available 
Reflection: What grade do you think you achieved? How could you have done better with 

hindsight? 
Resources: GCSE English Literature poetry question; unmarked copies of the poem. 

 

12. 20 July 2012 
 
Feedback on mock 

exam paper 
 

As a reflective learner, you: 

 WILL identify strengths and 
weaknesses in others’ work. 

 SHOULD provide a grade using the 
marking criteria. 

 COULD provide specific advice for 
future improvement. 

  Starter: Use marking criteria to identify desired grade for yesterday’s exam. 
Main Activity: Peer-marking exercise of mock exam papers. 
Reflection: Evaluation of the scheme of learning on the blog. 
Resources: GCSE marking criteria; students’ responses 
 

1. Prepare a plan for a 
new ‘An Inspector Calls’ 
controlled assessment to 
be taken in the first week 
of September 2012. 
 
2. Read ‘The Hound of 
the Baskervilles’ (or any 
Sherlock Holmes) in 
preparation for 
September 2012. 

 


